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Abstract: Discharge carrying capacity of river in downstream is one o f the i mportant factors responsible for flood in
urban area. This paper present comparison of discharge carrying capacity of river Tapi calculated by developing
programme in Microsoft Excel in aid of visual basic with observed data at various location along river length .
Validation of model shows that calculated discharge is close to observed discharge at respective stations. Output of the
work helps to warn people about flood likely to occur and rescue plan can be prepared to save human lives and valuable
property of low lying area.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Flooding constitutes the most prevalent and costly natural disaster in the world [1]. India too has been suffering heavily
due to flood. Tapti is one of the large perennial rivers in western India. It is 724 km long originating fro m Mu ltai in Betul
district of Madhya Pradesh. It meets Arabic see near Surat[2]. Total catchment area of the Tapti river basin is 65,145
kms 2 including about 79%, 15%, and 6% in Maharastra, MP, and Gujarat respectively.
Flood inundation models are a major tool for mitigating the effects of flooding. They provide predictions of flood extent
and depth that are used in the development of spatially accurate hazard maps. These allow the assessment of risk to life
and property in the floodplain, and the p rioritisation of either the main tenance of existing flood defences or the
construction of new ones[3].
II. S URAT ON TAPI
The city of Surat, located on the western part of India in the state of Gujarat on the River Tapi, is an important historical
trade centre and trade link between India and many other countries. The city has one of the highest proposed investments
and almost zero percent unemploy ment. It is one of the fastest growing cities in India. [4]
In the early past, hardly any incident of flood was reported because of no de velopment of surrounding areas. But in last
10 to 15 years developmental activities took place which resulted in construction of roads, buildings and bridges near or
across river banks.[5]
In the catchment area of Tapi river the monsoon generally starts during the third week of June and there are occasional
heavy rainstorms fro m the beginning of August to the end of September. The mean annual rainfall in the basin is
estimated to be about 758 mm. and the average monsoon rainfall fro m 1988 to 1998 was 897 mm. The maximu m annual
rainfall (1168 mm) and the min imu m of (257 mm) were recorded in 1944 and 1899. Most of the floods in Tapti occurred
during August [6].
III. HIS TORY OF FLOOD IN S URAT
In the catchment area of Tapi heavy stormy rainfall when it occurs generally lasts for the period of three days during
monsoon. This combined with low banks in the lower catchment of the river in Gu jarat results in frequent overflowing of
the river causing majo r floods and damage. In the ninety-four years, fro m 1876 to 1970, the Tapi crossed the danger level
at Hope Bridge in Surat for 19 times, i.e., on an average every five years. Ho wever, the floods were not regular. The
1968 flood had been the biggest flood with peak flow of about 15 lakh cubic feet of water per second (Cusecs). The flood
in 1970 too was quite big with a peak flo w of 13.14 lakh cusecs. To prevent repeated floods in Surat, a major Dam was
constructed in 1972 at village of Ukai, wh ich is located about 100 km upstream of Surat. According to the introductory
booklet published by the State Govern ment on the Ukai Pro ject describes that the project would provide effective
protection against floods to Surat city and other downstream areas. It would be possible to release water fro m reservoir in
advance in a regulated manner, as soon as warning of the approaching flood is received fro m the upstream areas. This
would create adequate space in the reservoir to store floodwaters.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In order to find out discharge carrying capacity of each river cross-section manually by following continuity equation
requires velocity at particular section. And in order to find out velocity Manning‟s equation is used.This procedure for
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ample nu mber of cross sections is very labourious and time consuming. As a replacement of it programme in Microsoft
Excel in aid of visual basic has been prepared to determine discharge of various sections. Roughness coefficients represent
the resistance to flood flows in channels and flood plains. The results of Manning's formula, an indirect computation of
stream flow, have applications in flood-plain management, in flood insurance studies, and in the design of bridges and
highways across flood plains .[7] When actual stream velocity measurements are not available, the velocity can be
calculated using Manning‟s Equation. Manning‟s Equation is an open channel flow equation used to find either the depth
of flo w or the velocity in the channel where the channel roughness, slope, depth, and shape remain constant (Steady
Uniform Flow). The depth of flo w using Manning‟s Equation is referred to as the normal depth and the velocity is referred
to as the normal velocity. The geometry involved in solving Manning‟s Equation can be complex and consequently, a
direct mathematical solution for some channel shapes is not possible. Instead, a trial and error approach may be necessary.
Various design tables are available to assist in these solutions as well as several personal computer programme[8]

Fig.:1 – Pri nt Screen showing key for n, S and Q

For finding out discharge carrying capacity of any section, calculated discharge value is selected for respective section.
Bed slope (S) is worked out for each section manually and its values for different sections are already put in the
programme by Key menu. The box of „n‟ „S‟ and „Q‟is shown in Fig.1

Fig.:2Print Screen Showing Cross -Section of Ri ver Tapi near Nehru (Hope) Bri dge as Q 25768.09 m3 /s
(9.1 Lakh Cusecs)
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For case study a river section near Nehru Bridge is taken and different value o f assumed discharge is put. For a value
25768.09 m3 /s (9.1 Lakh Cusecs) is used to see water level at th is section. The water level at this section is shown by
blue line, which shows water level at 12.65 m .See Fig.2
By taking discharge 25768.09 m3 /s (9.1 Lakh Cusecs) the water level does not touch to the bank height but it is above
fro m lo west bank height.By taking less value than the discharge taken earlier, run the programme and see position of
blue line, until it touches to the lowest point of the either bank height.When water leve l i.e. blue line touches lowest bank
height read the value o f area A, perimeter P, and hydraulic radius R fro m the colu mn D, E, and F respectively.The value
of velocity is obtained fro m colu mn „H ‟, Manning‟s equation is used for it.The maximu m discharge o f the given section
is obtained by using continuity equation and in the programme it is seen in column „I‟.Colu mn „J‟ gives the percentage
discharge that the section can carry at different water level. According to water level i.e. blue line indicates pos sible
discharge the section can carry in the percentage.For the section near Hope Bridge the maximu m discharge is found out
by running the programme making nu mber of trials. The maximu m carry ing capacity is found 4530.65 m 3 /s (1.6 Lakh
Cusecs) and river level 5.51 m., see Fig.3 and Fig.4

Fig.:3,Pri nt Screen showi ng Discharge 4530.65 m3 /s (1.6 Lakh Cusecs)

Fig.:4 Pri nt Screen Showi ng Cross -Section of Ri ver
Tapi
Lakh Cusecs)

near Nehru Bri dge as Q 4530.65 m3 /s (1.6

V RES ULTS
Repeating above procedure for all 310 sections and changing discharge values which contain water within bank height
discharge carrying capacity of each sections worked out and represented by bar chart as shown in fig.5
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Fig.:5 Discharge carrying capacity of all sections of ri ver Tapi

VI. VALIDATION OF MODEL
Urban flood models simu late the connection between surface and inflow with an internal boundary condition (IBC). The
inlets IBC used can vary from model to model and they are not equivalent nor do they provide the same results[9].
(Leandro et al. 2009a); these can be an orifice, a weir, a co mbination of both [10] or a co mb ination of different control
sections depending on the geometry[11] . For validation of the software we p lotted graph of time in date versus gauge
level in meter and time in date versus discharge in Lakh Cusecs. Both these graphs are plotted combine indicat ing time (
in date ) on horizontal axis and gauge level in meter at left vert ical axis and discharge in Lakh Cusecs at right vertical
axis, the co mbined graph is shown in Fig.6.

Fig.:6 Comparison of Ri ver gauge level @ Nehru Bri dge, Kathor

Two river gauges station namely Kathor and Nehru Bridge are considered for validation of the discharge carrying
capacity of the river at different section .At Nehru bridge observed river gauge level was 7.0m on date 06/08/2006 and
increased up to 12.50 m as per SMC on date 09/08/2006. Our calculat ions indicate it 8.2 m and 12.65 m for the same
period. Same way observed river gauge level at Kathor o n date 06/08/2006 was 10.4 m and increased to 20m on date
09/ 08/ 2006. We got calculated river gauge level for the same time 12.1 m and 20.19 m respectively. Hence observed
river gauge level and calculated river gauge level with help of software at Nehru b ridge for lower discharge range 6230
m3 /s (2.20 Lakh Cusecs) to 12175 m3 /s ( 4.3 Lakh Cusecs) differ by s mall amount. But when discharge increases from
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this range both the values come closer. Like wise at Kathor for low discharge range the observed and calculated river
gauge level are d iffering, storage of water at Singanpur weir may be the factor responsible for it. For discharge more than
17000 m3 /s (6.0 Lakh Cusecs) both the observed and calculated river gauge level are matching with one another. It
implies that software developed for measuring maximu m carry ing capacity of each section gives reliable results.
VII. CONCLUS ION
Software developed in Microsoft Excel for finding out maximu m carrying capacity of the river gives very reliable
results.The river hydraulic data are very useful for analysis, narrowing of the Tapi river is revealing one. 40 years back it
could carry 28310 m3 /s (10 Lakh Cusec) of water. It has been reduced to 9910 m3 /s (3.5 Lakh Cusecs). After the flood of
2006 our analysis shows that the safe carrying capacity of river near Surat is reduced to 4531 m3 /s to 5660 m3 /s (1.60 to
2.0 Lakh Cusecs).
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